
VITAE
sideboard

The sideboard of the Vitae collection features a coloured sca-
gliola artistic finish with a shaded and vibrant effect, which is 
also available for the table in the same collection. The texture 
and colours remind of Fire, Air, Earth, and Water.
The two bases that support the rectangular volume of this 
piece of furniture are finished with a sculptural effect.
Internally, it features a matt lacquer finish that is coordinated 
and enriched with removable accessories
finished with precious leather in the various colours shown in 
our palette.

In the pictures, the Vitae sideboard –fire element with doors featuring tex-
turised polychrome scagliola finishes and bases in scagliola sculpture S.61. 
Matching matt lacquered structure and removable leather trays RL. 68  
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DOORS
Colours as colours palettes Textured Scagliola (M) with a monochrome or polychrome effect and central decoration 
in golden leaf or silver leaf*

BASE
Colours as colours palettes Sculpture (S) or Sculpture Prestige (P)**

ACCESSORIES
Colours as colours palettes Rainbow Leather (RL)***

TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION

STRUCTURE
Structure and doors in plywood with a thickness of  25 mm. 

FINISH
Exterior and interior structure in matt  lacquer. Doors in textured scagliola (M) with a monochrome or polychrome 
effect and central decoration in golden leaf or silver leaf applied manually. Bases in sculptured Scagliola applied 
manually

ACCESSORIES
Four removable leather-covered containers.

FINISHES

SIZE

cm. 200x54 h. 80
78.74” x 21.26”  h. 31.50”

The company reserves the right to make changes to product models without prior notice.
The scagliola effect is applied manually by the artist. Therefore, any differences and imperfections are not to be considered defects but characteristic features showing the 
uniqueness of the work. The finishes provided are indicative only. Please, browse the complete finishes palette.

cm. 40x34 h. 7
cm. 40x34 h. 16
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* we suggest central decoration in golden leaf with Fire and Earth polychrome finishes, while  silver leaf with Water and Air ones. ** We recommend the  
white Sculpture bases S.61 for all polychrome  finishes. *** The matched colors for the accessories are respectively RL.68 wih Fire, RL.02 with water, 
RL.23 with earth, RL.45 with air.


